Release Notes for 2/23/2017 WISEid/WISEstaff Production Release
(WISEid Core Apps Sprint 129 2-Week Work Cycle)
Feature Title
WISEid: Expanded Lookup for Person Suffix

Notes
We now added support for the following
suffixes based on user request:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

WISEid: Hotfix-- Production Change Requests will now
be approved
STAFF: Fixed paging number and Entity ID# on
WISEstaff Home

STAFF: Aggregate Reporting Tool added Contracting
Agency Name to overview grid
STAFF: Data Quality Check #05 - FTE, Contract Days,
and Salary Report for district level

STAFF: Added Hiring Agency Contract Count Widget
Level 1

STAFF: Hotfix-- Aggregate Reporting Tool - changed FTE
from percent to numbers of FTE
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Users couldn’t approve Change Requests
because of a data issue that was resolved.
Users can now approve Change Requests.
On the WISEstaff Dashboard the Missing
Entity ID widget wouldn’t allow users to
page when multiple pages were
generated. This has been fixed.
Added the Contracting Agency field on
the overview of the Enter Aggregate Staff
FTE page.
Created the first of the Data Quality
Check Reports which check for
suspiciously low salaries of regular
employees. Users can manipulate FTE %,
Contract Days, and Salary filters to find
other data outliers that may be incorrect.
On the WISEstaff Dashboard we added a
graph widget to show the Contract
Counts for the current year compared to
the last three years for the hiring agency.
Based on user feedback we changed the
FTE report from percent format to whole
numbers for only the Enter Aggregate
Staff FTE reporting. So, for example, five

full time employees would be entered as
5.
STAFF: Hotfix-- Validate Staff Data fixing one person no
longer hides other messages

STAFF: Removed run of staff validation when single
assignment saved

Fixed a bug where if you were working
staff on the Validate Staff Data page and
clicked on Resolve, then fixed issue, and
came back to Validate Staff Data, it would
not show the rest of staff validations
unless you clicked the Refresh Validation
button. Now all validations are left on
screen.
In the Assignment UI when a user edits a
single Assignment, we no longer
automatically validate the assignment on
a Save button push. This can cause
delays, especially when the system is
under heavy load. There is now a button
to Run Validation if you want to run it for
the single Assignment to verify there are
no longer any validation messages for
that assignment. It's much more efficient
to run the Refresh Validation button on
the Validate Staff Data page, which runs
the validation for the entire hiring agency
for all assignments.

